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About This Game

This game is about a person who kept running through his life, never looking back at the past. He rarely slept, and even with 24
hours in a day, it was not enough for him.

Once during a trip, he gets into trouble. Now he's lying on the cold ground, buried beneath his bicycle.
Slides of various moments fly through his head.

Will his memories return? Will he be able to stand up again?
You must help him.

Features:
- Opportunity to tell a man by his memories
- Unique game genre "Game-Photo album"

- User-friendly interface
- 8 different endings (4 good / 4 bad)

- Original soundtrack included
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- STEAM Trading Cards support
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I played this game years ago when it first came out on the 360, and at the time, I quite liked it. I picked it up again on PC
because I thought my four-year old would enjoy the cute characters and simplistic gameplay, and I'm happy to say that she did.
However, this is a terrible PC port. The game often fails to launch on the first try, Maw and his handler occasionally freeze up,
and one particular enemy in a later level, whose ramming skill was needed to pass an obstactle, despawned for no apparent
reason. When the last two glitches happened, we were forced to restart the entire level from the beginning. It is a real shame that
an otherwise enjoyable game like this should be marred by so many bugs.. Fun little P&C game.

Easy enough and short.

Pros:

Fun

Easy

The thing that P&C games have to do is to make sense on what items to use and whatnot, and it does make sense.. most of the
time. So that's good.

Cons:

No dialogue

No music (besides like here and there the same thing

Barely any SFX

Short

Final verdict:

If you're a fun of P&C games you're not missing anything, but if you find it on sale or a bundle, I'd say get it. Nothing to lose
with a short little story. I'm giving this a thumbs up cuz I'm definitely getting the 2nd episode on sale (ofc) whenever.
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. Very nice game, if you liked the first one, you'll also like the second one.
There was only one 'puzzle' that was really annoying (switch board), even with the solution it just didn't make any sense to me..
Yay ! Some of my favourite movies in lego-themed style game .This game is a lot of fun , and I have achieved 100% in-game ,
with the total hours I have right now. So I have officially finished the game.

++ PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN ( I am a real fan of it xD ). Yo Ho , Yo ho , a pirate's life for me~
+ Classic lego play style. There is some parkour , treasure finding , combat and stories/freeplay.
+ Beautiful graphics.
+ Some characters are unique with their own abilities.
+ A game which you can have fun , and I mean pure fun.

- Constant crash problem . ( I think I might have came up a solution for it since it only I only realised it after I finished all the
story mode. You have to update your DIVx in your game folder)
- Game bug . I have experienced a bug where the boss didn't go to where he/she was supposed to go to .. So I had to restart and
play it all over again.

CONCLUSION : Play it when you feel like a pirate !. It doesnt have anything exept pandas,horses,giraffes,and lions
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Magnetta is an action platform game that draws heavy inspiration from the classics of the NES era. While the Megaman
similarities can be seen in screenshots this game is very much it's own beast. It combines a lot of the asthetics and sound design
of a NES game (it uses the NES color pallette and the sound and music are done through emulation of the NES sound chip) with
a ton of modern ammenities. Many of which I have not seen in many indie retro throwbacks. It features multiple layers of
paralax scrolling, particle effects and controller vibration. The story is interesting and is told through awesome sprite art
cutscenes with charming dialogue. The attention to detail in the animations of enemies and characters is awesome for anyone
who enjoys great old school sprites. It has tons of game modes, options, unlockables and achievements.

Magnetta is a very enjoyable and difficult game that any fan of titles like Ninja Gaiden, Castlevania and Megaman are sure to
love. Put on your big boy and big girl pants because in order to succeed you are going to need to learn the level layouts, enemy
patterns and boss order. The small team at Heliocentric did an excellent job with the game and I will be spending a lot more
time with this one. Looking forward to further games from the team.. Beautiful graphics and fun rolling ball game

I've got motion sickness in the beginning, but I'm now used to it
. Lovely ! Wonderful !
One of the absolute best ! Beautiful graphics, lovely music, great story , and great puzzles !
In addition, you have three different types of hidden stuff to find , which makes the game even better !
You play as a Fairy-tale investigator - what could be more interesting and fun ? :) And this time you have to
investigate the story of The Little Mermaid .
Some said the game is pricy, but I do not agree - it is worth every penny.

And now there are cards added ! The Mermaid background is Beautiful !

So , the only thing missing here, is Steam achievements - ! But !
There are lots of achievements in-game, and really fun ones to try and get !
These achievements added to Steam would have made this game Perfect !
Highly Recommended !. Game doesn't work. Crashes when you try to choose a player slot. DO NOT BUY!. I do recommend
even though it has its bugs. Obviously it's in early access so it's going to have its bugs and the creators say it again before the
game starts so that's a good thing. The english for this game is actually decent so i did not have a problem understanding.
The game play itself is amazing and jumpscares are pretty good.I really enjoyed the story so far.
If you want to check out my first part here's the link!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/OIbcNHYnATA. Solid and relaxing puzzle
hook line and sinkr. I'm blown away by how challenging and fun this game is. If you enjoy puzzle games, I think you'll enjoy it,
too.. its pretty well made considering that it's using FPS creator assets and it has a pretty hard difficulty but its a great game. In
my opinion, as an owner of all the Pixel Puzzles games and a big fan, this is the poorest game release out of the Pixel Puzzles
series. I don't even mind that the game is a promotion of another game of the creators, which is for many not the most exciting
theme, as I could literally find joy in assembling jigsaw puzzles of walls or grass. Overall my expectations are low, but I
sometimes find features such as in this game, making it unplayable or rage inducing. The background similarly to Birds is dark
which makes the dark toned puzzle pieces (most images are dark green\/grey) really difficult to recognise. The images don't
have enough color variation especially puzzle 24, which would allow you to with some effort use visual cues to find the solution
- resulting in just clicking until you get lucky. There are no new tile edges(unlike in earlier games), the interface is still outdated
and I feel like Pixel Puzzles has begun to stagnate. I think I will start looking at other competitors' games such as Animated
Jigsaws.
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